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Dynaflon® O-rings/seamless PTFE encapsulated O-rings with Viton core 
 
Vaneflon is producing this very unique Dynaflon® O-ring for more than 25 years. 
 
The Dynaflon® O-ring (Kamlock, D-shaped, Orings and so on) brings our customers advantages over FEP or 
PFA encapsulated O-rings. 
 
It combines the chemical resistance of PTFE together with the sealing performance of Viton.  
 
Customers (pharmaceutical, food and chemical industry) who have issues with the life-time or re-use of 
their FEP encapsulated O rings will find a clear interest and value in using Dynaflon® O-rings.  
 
Where FFKM O-rings are a very high cost alternative, Dynaflon ® O-rings can provide the right solution over 
FEP or PFA rings with the following benefits: 
 

 Superior chemical resistance,  

 Superior tensile strength,  

 Superior elongation,  

 Lower coefficient of friction (is important for even static applications when you close something and 

need to apply a torque),  

 Superior folding endurance 

 Higher max temp capability as the melting temp of PTFE is also higher versus FEP (327°C instead of 

260°C).  

 Superior versus solid PTFE O-rings that have issues during assembly or leakage because of the lack of 

elasticity (but still bringing the chemical resistance). 

 

The data hereafter shows that PTFE outperforms FEP and PFA on different aspects:  
(Data source: DuPontTM and SolvayTM) 
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PTFE outperforms FEP also on the chemical resistance: 

 

 
 


